FM CORE TOPICS OF THE MONTH
April 2020

SUSTAINABILITY

April means Earth Week!

We may not be able to be together in person, but the UVA, Charlottesville, and Albemarle communities are united in our commitment to climate action. The 50th Anniversary of Earth Day is coming up on April 22, 2020, and we won’t let this landmark date go uncelebrated!

Head over to sustainability.virginia.edu to learn more about virtual sustainability happenings throughout April!

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

Help During COVID-19

Do you need assistance paying for bills, acquiring food, know someone who is a small business owner or restaurant employee – or just want help entertaining yourself or your kids?

Find answers to these questions and many more in the updated resource list below from FM-OP and FM-DEI!

[ Click here for the latest version ]

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY

Stay Safe during COVID-19:

• AVOID meeting in groups or close quarters: Hold a “virtual toolbox talk” using Zoom or email.
• BE AWARE of heightened cleaning & disinfecting expectations and jobsite hazards.
  • Situations and tasks that require PPE have not changed.
  • Commit to practicing clean habits and maintaining a high expectation around cleaning, both at home and at work.
• FM Operations teams have developed cleaning and disinfecting guidelines that are to be used. If you are not sure what these are, please check with your supervisor.

Follow Bernie the Bee: @BernietheBee @BernietheBeeFM

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

LinkedIn Learning "Working from Home" Collection

Explore best practices, skills and technology that will help you successfully work from home.

Access this collection and explore content on working from home effectively, utilizing Microsoft Teams, Zoom and more!